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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

We wish to test the hypothesis that greater levels of flow perceptions when interacting with a voice-mediated as compared to a text-mediated interface

will lead to behavioral downstream consequences (positive consumer review sentiment, downstream behavior).

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

We will test for flow, experiential service delivery, service firm evaluation and the following behavioral downstream consequences that are proximal to the

service experience:

(a) Sentiment: We will ask participants to list their thoughts and feelings related to their customer experience when filing the insurance claim. 

(b) Downstream behavior: We created a MailChimp page for a fictitious insurance brand and developed two advertising stimuli asking participants to

become test users for future insurance services that are either based on a voice-based or a text-based interface (depending on condition). We will measure

key metrics of website usage (page visits, clicks, subscribes).

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

Two conditions: Text-Based Interface, Voice-Based Interface

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

We will conduct ANOVA contrasts on flow, experiential service delivery, service firm evaluation between the modalities. 

Word-of-Mouth will be assessed by concatenating participants thoughts into a single text vector and calculating participants polarity / sentiment ratings.

We will conduct ANOVA contrasts of interface type on sentiment valence. 

The main test for the efficiency of the advertisement stimuli will be a chi-square test assessing participants differences in clicks and subscribes between the

conditions. 

Moreover, as a more direct test of our theorizing we will specify a path model to assess the overall system of hypotheses and the impact of flow and

service experience on service firm evaluation and downstream behavioral consequences.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

We will exclude observations based on two attention checks.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

Target sample size is 400 per condition from a Prolific panel.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

We will include a battery of control measure questions concerning self-perceptions regarding challenge, skill, time pressure, the perception of being

observed and perceptions of the reliability of the interface. We also provide a second task to answer further profiling questions using both interface

conditions. We will also further assess whether participants engage in this second task and whether differences are explained as a function of the

experimental condition.
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